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Who We Are?
Summit Outdoor Media, previously known as 
Summit Billboards, was auspiciously born of 
the marriage between preparedness and 
opportunity, being the natural outow of two 
great parent companies: JG Summit and 
Summit Media. From Summit Media, we carry 
on the tradition of quality, creativity, and 
innovation. From JG Summit, we maximize 
their prime metropolitan real estate 
properties in service of our clients to provide 
reach and exposure for their brands. We have 
been serving the Philippine OOH market since 
2000. 
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Digital
and Outdoor

Advertising 
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This serves as the perfect canvas for your 
brand story, showcased through big, 

bold, beautiful and creative. 

Billboards oer the most powerful impact 
of all outdoor advertising formats. 

Located on key highways and integral 
choke points throughout Metro Manila 

and key cities nationwide.

Add an extra layer of timeliness and 
relevance to your campaign through a 

digital execution.



Other
Out-Of-Home
Adversiting 
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Summit Outdoor Media also oers a 
wide variety of other classic out-of-
home products to reach its target 
audience who are city dwellers that take 
public transportation.

Available in Transit and Lamp Post 
Banners but not limited to Retail (Mall 
Ads) and Travel (Airport Ads).



Our
Satised
Clients
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Based on 2018 year-end 

Digital Advertising Report, 

take a look at the lists of 

successful brands who have 

been our frequent advertisers 

and have understood the vital 

importance of Digital 

Advertising.



Billboard
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 Beginning with its first billboard on EDSA, Guadalupe, and its first 
indoor mall installations at Robinsons Place Manila, Summit Outdoor 
Media has continued to expand both our locations and offerings.

In 2002, we added airport ads and various forms of transit ads 
to reach more eyes on the go. To date, we have 100 owned 

billboard sites, with more envisioned in the future. 
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Metro Manila Thoroughfares
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Boasting strategic visibility reaching all demographics from vehicles coming from all over the metro, Billboards located at 

Metro Manila thoroughfares are the best choice for raising brand awareness and recognition.

Whether motorists are breezing through roads on Sundays or stuck in rush hour trac, they can't help but engage with eye 

catching, creative messaging.

Ÿ EDSA 

Ÿ C5 Road

Ÿ Commonwealth Avenue

Ÿ Shaw Boulevard
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Expressways and Highways

BillboardMEDIAKIT

Billboards along expressways and highways give you the 

opportunity to catch eyes the few times during the day when 

they're not glued to mobile devices.

Boost brand exposure with standout advertising designed 

for visual delight to break the monotony of the road, with 

messaging that entertains, allures, provides solutions, 

or aects decisions.

Ÿ South Luzon Expressway (SLEX)

Ÿ North Luzon Expressway (NLEX)
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Provincial Cities

BillboardMEDIAKIT

Reach both residents and visitors with billboards along 

provincial transit hubs and highways.

Provincial advertising gives brands the opportunity 

to strategically customize messaging with creative 

local flavor that's more relevant, targeted and 

relatable

Ÿ Baguio

Ÿ Tarlac

Ÿ Olongapo

Ÿ Cebu
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Mall Facade

BillboardMEDIAKIT

Mall Façade Billboards gives brands the extensive reach of 

high volume vehicle and pedestrian trac.

Malls not only serve as a shopper's destination, but also a 

transit hub and pick-up and drop-o point for commuters 

and residents. 

As an open invitation, your message could inuence their 

next step or their next stop.

Ÿ Robinsons Place Manila

Ÿ Robinsons Galleria



GUIDELINES /
INSTRUCTIONS
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Guidelines & Instructions
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Printed Image

4in

Nylon rope inside 
seaming pocket 

4in

Safe Zone

To fully achieve maximum advertising exibility and return of investment, advertisers should prepare a ready to print material following the 
correct specications provided. Below are guidelines and seaming instructions in preparing a ready to print photographic Billboard material.

NOTES:

SIZE:
Ÿ Set up your art in actual size in feet at a scale of 1'=12". 

(Example: 1ft = 12 inches)

COLOR
Ÿ Use CMYK Color Space

BLEED
Ÿ A 4" bleed is necessary

SAFE ZONE
Ÿ Apply Safe Zone on the nal artwork, text and image should 

be at 4" inside all margins (no important image or text may 
exist outside of the safe zone.

SEAMING
Ÿ double seamed and double pocket 

MATERIAL
Ÿ Use 20 oz Tarpaulin substrate

IMPORTANT
Ÿ For a site specic seaming instructions, you may contact 

our billboard operations group for more details.



Contact Us
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